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Abstract 
In this paper, we study directed graph versions of tolerance graphs, in particular. the class 
of totally bounded bitolerance digraphs and several subclasses. When the underlying graph is 
complete, we prove that the classes of totally bounded bitolerance digraphs and interval catch 
digraphs are equal, and this implies a polynomial-time recognition algorithm for the former 
class. In addition, we give examples (whose underlying graphs are complete) to separate every 
other pair of subclasses, and one of these provides a counterexample to a conjecture of Maehara 
(1984). 
K~JVUH&: Tolerance graph; Bitolerance digraph; Interval catch digraph 
1. Introduction 
In recent years many authors have studied tolerance graphs and their variants (see, 
for example, [4, 10, 14, 151) and directed graph versions (see, for example, [6, 2 1~ 
231). Since both generalize interval graphs and orders, we begin with those definitions. 
1.1. Interval orders and graphs 
An interval order is an h-reflexive related set (X, 4) that satisfies (a+ x, b-x y) =+ 
(a + y or b-~ x), for all a, b,x, y EX. Interval orders are transitive, hence they are 
purtiully ordered sets (also known as posets, ordered sets, or just orders). 
Let P = (A’, 4) be an ordered set. If x < y or Y-C x, we say that x and y are com- 
paruhle in P, otherwise, x and y are incomparable and we write x N y. The dud of 
P (denoted Pd ) is defined to be the ordered set Pd = (X, +d ) in which x +d ~8 in Pd if 
and only if _Y +x in P. 
The term “interval order” is explained by the following result of Fishburn [12] who 
introduced the class in the late 1960s. 
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Theorem 1 (Fishburn [ 121). A jinite ordered set P = (X, 4) is un interval order if and 
only f for each element x EX there is u closed interval on the reul line Z(x) such 
that x + y in P if’ and only ij” I(x) lies entirely to the left of’ I(y). 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume all orders and graphs are finite. 
An interval gruph is the incomparability graph associated with an interval order. 
That is, G = (V,E) is an interval graph if and only if there exists an interval order 
P=(V, -x) such that for all a,b~ V, abEE H a N b in P. Thus, a (finite) graph G 
is an interval graph iff its vertices can be put into one-to-one correspondence with a 
set of intervals of the real line such that two vertices are adjacent in G if and only if 
their corresponding intervals have nonempty intersection. 
Interval orders and graphs have proved useful in a variety of fields. They have 
been used to model temporal events such as event scheduling, archaeology seriation 
[ 16, 241, fuzziness in psychophysical perceptions of qualitative comparisons [ 18, 193, 
and in comparisons in consumer economics [l-3]. In many applications, however, it is 
desirable to allow some degree of overlap between intervals before the corresponding 
vertices are deemed incomparable. 
Tolerance graphs, introduced by Golumbic and Monma [14], are a generalization of 
interval graphs that more accurately model this situation. Formally, a graph G is a 
bounded tolerance gruph if each vertex u E V(G) corresponds to a real interval I(x) 
and a tolerance ty ,< IZ(x)l so that xy E E(G) iff II(x) n r(y)1 > min{t,, t?}. 
1.2. (Bi) toierunce (di)graph de$nitions 
In some models, the degree of conflict tolerated by an interval is not symmetric. 
Bogart and Trenk [S] introduced the class of bounded bitolerance graphs in which 
each interval receives both a left and a (potentially different) right tolerance. Di- 
rected versions of tolerance and bitolerance graphs are introduced in [6], motivated 
by the observation that when an adjacency occurs between vertices x and y in a 
tolerance graph, it could be caused by x exceeding y’s tolerance, by y exceeding 
x’s tolerance, or both. The formal definitions follow after some notation for directed 
graphs. 
A directed gruph 6 = (V, A) (abbreviated digraph) is a vertex set V together with 
an arc set A C V x V. We consider only digraphs with no loops and no multiple arcs, 
except that it is possible for both (x, y) and (y,x) to be arcs of G. For a, b E V(G), if 
(a, b) E A(G), but (b,a) $ A(G) write a + b and call this a .single arc, if both (a,b) 
and (b, a) belong to A(G) write a * b and call this a double arc, and if neither (u, 6) 
nor (b, a) belong to A(G) write a x b and call this a non-urc. 
Definition 2. A directed graph G = (V, A) is a bounded bitolerance digruph if it has 
a representation (Z(v); lt(u),rt(v) 1 u E V) as follows. To each vertex v E V(G) there 
corresponds a real interval Z(c) = [de(u), re( v)], a left tolerant point et(v) E Z(v), and 
a right tolerant point rt(v) EZ(V), so that for distinct vertices x and y, (x, y) E A(G) if 
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of which is a complete graph, it is natural to further restrict the class of graphs under 
consideration to complete graphs. Our main theorem shows that when the underlying 
graph is complete, the classes of totally bounded bitolerance digraphs and interval catch 
digraphs are equal. As before, since the latter class has an efficient recognition algo- 
rithm, we immediately get a recognition algorithm for the former class in the complete 
graph case. We also give examples (whose underlying graphs are complete) which 
separate every other pair of classes mentioned, and one of our separating examples 
provides a counterexample to a conjecture in [21]. 
2. Recognition of a class of totally bounded bitolerance digraphs 
2.1. Charucterkutions of bitolerunce digruphs 
Although there is no known polynomial-time algorithm for recognizing bounded 
bitolerance digraphs, Bogart and Trenk [6] have given a useful characterization which 
follows the next definition. 
Definition 4. If PI = (V, <t ) and P2 = (V, 32) are ordered sets then PI f’ & is defined 
to be the digraph with vertex set V and arc set A = {(a, b) 1 a, b E V, and a 4; b or a wI b 
for i= 1.2). 
Theorem 5 (Bogart and Trenk [6]). A directed yruph 6 is u bounded hitoleruncr di- 
graph ij’und only if there exist intercul orders PI = (V, i 1 ) and Pl = (V, 41) ,fkr uhich 
P, n i3 = 6 
Given a digraph G = (V, A), define the auxiliary digraph R(G) = ( V,a(G)) where 
a((?)={(a,b)lu+b or a x b}. In other words, R(z) is obtained from g by ex- 
changing double arcs with non-arcs. Additionally, to each digraph 6 = ( V,I), whose 
arc set I is loopless and transitive, we associate an ordered set P, = (V, <I) in the 
obvious way: for each pair a, b E V, a+lb if and only if (a, 6) E 1. 
The next proposition is a version of Theorem 5 expressed in terms of the auxiliary 
digraph R(g). 
Proposition 6. A digruph 6 = (V, A) is a bounded hitolerunce digruph, iJ’ and only 
ij’ there exists u 2-cover {I, J} of A^((?) such that PI = (V, 41) and I’, = (V, +J) ure 
interval orders. 
Proof. (=+) If 6 = (V, A) is a bounded bitolerance digraph, then by Theorem 5 there 
exist interval orders PI = (V, +I) and P2 = (V, 42) for which Pi n & = c. Let I = 
{(a,b)~a,b~Vanda~~b}andJ={(u,b)~a,b~Vanda~~b}.Thus,P~=(V,~~)=P~, 
and PJ = ( V, 4 J ) = P2 are interval orders. 
Next we show that {I, J} is a cover of a((?). Consider any (a, b) E a(c). Then 
adborax b in 6. By Definition 4, the former occurs if and only if either a + 1 b 
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or a+zb or both, that is, (a,b) belongs to either I or J or both; and the latter occurs 
if and only if a -+b and b+ju, i # j E { 1,2}, that is, (a, b) belongs to one of Z or J 
and (b, a) belongs to the other. So in either case, (a, b) belongs to one of I or J. 
On the other hand, if (a, 6) @ a(g) then either b + a in r? or a H b in z. In either 
case, Definition 4 implies that a #i b for i = 1,2 and (a, b) belongs to neither I nor J. 
Hence {Z,J} is a 2-cover of a((?). 
(+) Conversely, let {Z,J} be a 2-cover of a(g) such that PI = (V, -XI) and PJ = 
(V, +) are interval orders. We show that j, n FJ = z’, which by Theorem 5 implies 
that 6 is a bounded bitolerance digraph. 
If a + b in g’, then (a, b) ~a((?) while (b,u) @ a(G). This implies (a, 6) belongs 
to Z, or to J, or both while (b,u) belongs to neither Z nor J. Equivalently, either (i) 
(u+~b and u-J b); or (ii) (a-1 b and u<Jb); or (iii) (a+~b and u+Jb). Whence, 
(a, b) E pr f? p’ and (b, a) $ p, n FJ by Definition 4. Thus a + b in p, n FJ;. 
If both (a, 6) and (b,u) are arcs of g:, then neither (a, b) nor (b,u) belong to a((?). 
Whence, neither (a, b) nor (b, a) belong to either Z or J. Equivalently, a -* b for i = Z,J 
and (a, b),(b,u) tp, n & by Definition 4. 
Finally, if a x b in (? then both (a, b) and (b, a) belong to a(z). Since (V, 41) and 
(V, -+) are ordered sets, both arcs cannot belong to the same cover element. Whence, 
a-+b and b+iu for i #Jo {Z,J} and neither (a, b) nor (6, a) belong to Fl n pJ by 
Definition 4. 0 
If (? is totally bounded, one direction of Proposition 6 can be strengthened so that 
COIXY is replaced by partition. 
Proposition 7. If g = (V, A) is a tot&y bounded bitolerance digruph, then there exists 
a partition {Z,J} of’A^(G) such that PI = ( V, 31) and PJ = ( V, 4 J ) are interval orders. 
Proof. Suppose z = (V, A) is a totally bounded bitolerance digraph and fix a represen- 
tation of r? in which each vertex v E V corresponds to the interval Z(v) = [!e( u), re(v)] 
with left and right tolerant points /t(c), rt(u) E Z(v). Let (V, < 1) be the interval order 
represented by the interval set Tr = {[fe(v),rt(~.)] / v E V} and let (V, +2) be the duul 
of the interval order represented by the interval set T2 = {[/t(v), re(u)] j G’ E V}. Let 
Z={(a,b)Iu,bE V and a-xlb} and J={(a,b)Iu,br V and u+zb}. By Definition, 
P, = PI, PJ = P2 and both are interval orders. Thus, (a, b) E I H rt(u) < de(b) and 
(a, b) EJ H re(b) < Gt(u). 
We show that {Z,.Z} IS a partition of a((?) by showing that each arc (a, b) E a(g) 
belongs to precisely one of {Z,J} and the non-arcs (a, b) 51 a(c) belong to neither. 
Let (a, 6) E a(6). Then either a --) b or a =: b in g. 
Case 1: a+ b in 6. Since (a, b) EM, Z(u) n Z(b) g [fe(b),lt(b)) and Z(u) n 
Z(b) g (rt(b),re(b)] by Definition 2. Since (b,a) $! A(g), either Z(u) n Z(b) 2 [ee(a), 
/t(u)) or Z(u) n Z(b) C (rt(u),re(a)]. Assume the former. Then /e(u) < rt(b) < re(b) 
<[t(u) < vt(u) < x(u). So IT(U) > rt(b) 3 /e(b) implies (u,b) @I and re(b)<kt(a) 
implies (a, b) f J. 
b 
Fig. 2. Triangle subgraph of f? forcing two arcs mto the same partition set 
If f(n)nl(h)c(rt(a),re(a)], then (a,h)~Z -J by a symmetric argument. 
Cirsr 2: N ” h in G. Neither (a,h) nor (b,a) belong to A(6), while both belong 
to A^((?). Since (a,h) $A4(G), either I(a)nl(b)c [/e(h),/f(h)) or Z(u)n/(h)c (r~(h), 
ye(h)]. Since (D,a) $ A(g), either Z(a) n Z(h) & [/e(a)./t(n)) or Z(a) il Z(h) c (~(a), 
~(a)]. Together these statements imply that either rt(u) < /e(h) and r-e(n) < /t(h) so 
that (a,h)~f and (h,a)~J; or they imply r-t(h) < /e(n) and r-e(h) < /t(n) so that 
(ZI,LI)E/ and (a,h)~J. But (b,n)~I (resp. J) precludes (a,h) ~1 (resp. ./j because 
I and J are ordered sets. Thus, (a, h) belongs to precisely one of {/.J}. 
Finally, suppose (u,h) @i(G). Then (a,h) EA(~) and (h,ir) E A(G). Since (LI.~) E 
A(C?), /(a) n Z(h)g [/e(h),/t(h)) and /(a) n I(h)l’; (I-t(h).ve(h)]. Similarly, since 
(h,a) CA(G), Z(a) n Z(6)e [Ce(n),/t(a)) and Z(a) n Z(h)g (~.t(~~).re(cr)]. Together 
these statements imply (i) /e(h) < /-Z(a) and (e(cr) < r?(b) so that neither (n, h) nor 
(h,a) belong to I, and (ii) E(Q) 3 /t(h) and ye(h) > /t(rr) so that neither (LI.~) nor 
(h, LI) belong to J. 0 
The following lemmas further restrict the nature of the partition given in Proposi- 
tion 7. Lemmas 10 and 1 I apply to the more general class of bounded bitolerance 
digraphs. We call these results “forcing rules” because when certain configurations oc- 
cur (e.g., those in Figs. 2-4) one arc’s membership in partition element I fimr.s the 
membership of another arc in Z or in J (depending on the configuration). 
Lemma 8. Let 6 = (V, A) be a total1.v bounded bitolrrmnce diyruph and let {I,./} hc N 
purtitiw7 of’ thr arc set a(G j constructed as in thr poof of’ Proposition 7. [f’ (u. h. L.) 
is u thrrr ckment subset of’ V Ichose &jacrncirs LIW yiwn in Fig. 2, \~+rr thr dotted 
lirw indiutrs either N .single or double arc, then (a, 6) und (a. C) are contairwd in tk 
.wme partition element. 
Proof. Fix a totally bounded representation of 6 in which each vertex l* E V cor- 
responds to the interval Z(G) = [/e(c),r-e(o)], and left and right tolerant points /l(r). 
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H(U) E Z(v). This is also an interval nest representation ((IL’, C,) 1 ti E V) with I, = Z(u) 
and C(u) = [/t(v), H(U)] for each vertex c’. 
Let Z? be a three element subgraph of 6 depicted in Fig. 2. Since arcs (a,b) and 
(a,~) of k? are single arcs, the interval C, is disjoint from the intervals CL.,u =b,c. 
We claim that the interval CO cannot lie between the intervals Cb and C,. For a 
contradiction, assume that it does and, without loss of generality, let Cb lie entirely 
to the left of C, and C, lie entirely to the right of C,. By relabeling if necessary, 
we may assume that arc (b, c) E A(G). Then &, n C, # 8, so re(b) > et(c). But then 
Ib n C, # 8, contradicting the assumption that (b, a) # A(G). 
Thus, the interval C, lies completely to the left or completely to the right of intervals 
Cb and C,. If we assume the former, (b,a) $? A(G) implies rt(a) < /e(b), and (~,a) @ 
A(G) implies rt(a) < k’e(c) and the construction given in Proposition 7 assigns both 
(a, b) and (a,~) to arc set I. Similarly, if we assume the latter, the construction given 
in Proposition 7 assigns both (u,b) and (a,~) to arc set J. ci 
To simplify the notation in what follows, let Pt =( V, 4 ,)=P, and let P2 =( V, <~)=PJ. 
Lemma 8 implies that for the partition constructed in the proof of Proposition 7, it is 
impossible to have both x <I b and x <2 c, that is, an element x can be below other 
elements in PI or in P2, but not in both. This yields a partition of the vertex set V as 
follows. 
Corollary 9. Let g =(V,A) be a tot&y bounded bitolerunce digruph whose under- 
lying graph G is complete. Let {Z, J} be a partition of a((?) satisfying the conclusion 
of Lemma 8. Then V can be partitioned V = S1 U SZ u 5’3 where 
l XES, ifthere exists aE V with x+la, (that is, (x,a)EI), 
l x E S2 if there exists b E V with x -+ b, (that is, (x, b) E J), 
l x E S, otherwise, 
and $x E Sj then (c,x) E A(G) for all x # c E V. 
Proof. The fact that V = S1 U S2 U S3 is a partition of V follows immediately from the 
assumption that all single arcs of A(@ that are directed out of a given vertex belong to 
the same partition set. The final statement about x E Ss follows because G is complete: 
(x, c) @ I U J = a(~?), thus x + c in 6 and therefore, either c +x or c H x in 6. 0 
Lemma 10. Let C? = (V, A) be a bounded bitolerance digruph. Suppose {a, b, c} is u 
three element subset of V whose udjucencies are given in Fig. 3. Then any 2-cover 
{I, J} of the arcs of A^((?) satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 6 is such thut (a, b) 
and (~,a) are contained in d@erent couer elements. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that (a, 6) and (c, a) are contained in the same cover 
element, without loss of generality, 1. Then c +I a and a +I b, and by transitivity, 
c -+ b. But b ++ c in G means (c, b) @Z CL(G), a contradiction. 0 
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Fig. I. C‘ontainments and separating examples for classes of bounded bitolerance digraphs 
and only if 
l I(x) n I( ~3) e [/e(y), Pt(y)) and 
0 I(x) n f(V) g (Vt(J),re(y)]. 
Such a representation is called a hitokrvmw r~prrspntcrtion. 
Intuitively, vertex -v’s interval tolerates an overlap with the interval I(s) as long as 
the overlap stays completely to the left of the left tolerant point /t(y) or completely 
to the right of the right tolerant point H(Y). 
A bounded bitolerance digraph is said to be tot&- hozaz&d if and only if it has a 
representation such that /t(x) d H(X) for all vertices s t V( 6). These digraphs model 
situations in which each interval I(c) has central region, C(c) = [/t(ty), rt( v)] and vertex 
r’s interval tolerates an intersection with another interval I(W) as long as /(IV) does 
not intersect 1”s central region. 
The class of totally bounded bitolerance digraphs was studied by Sen et al. [23] 
and called interwl nest digruphs. In their notation, 6 is an inttwul nest diyrupl~ if it 
has a representation ((I,, C,.) 1 I’ E V) of closed intervals of the real line with C, C I,, 
and such that (s, y) EA(G) whenever f, n C,. # v). By equating I, = [/e(r),~e(r)] and 
C, = [/t(c),rt(r)] it is easy to verify the following. 
There are two natural ways to further restrict the totally bounded representation (see 
Fig. I ). The first is to shrink C(V) to a single point c, , called a buw point, that is, 
the representation must satisfy Pt(c) = rt(u) = c,. for each c E V, and (x, J.) E A(c) iff 
c,. E I(.\-). A digraph with such a representation is called an intercul catch di<qruph 
because arc (x, _Y) arises when y’s interval catches the base point of X. 
Alternatively, we can restrict the representation by insisting that the central region 
C(c) is centered in the interval J(c), that is, t, = /t(c) - /e(c) = re(c) ~ vt((l) is fixed 
for each 1’. In the notation of tolerance graphs, each vertex is assigned an interval l(r) 
and a tolerance 0 < t.r 6 /I(v such that (x, I?) E A iff II(x) n I(y)1 > t,.. A digraph 
with such a representation is called a totally bounded to1eranc.e diligruprph. 
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If both restrictions are applied simultaneously, then G has a representation in which 
every vertex v is assigned an interval I(v) = [[e(v), ye(v)] and the base point c, = et(u) = 
rt(u) = 1/2(/e(v) + ye(v)) is located at the center of the interval. Following [4] we 
call such digraphs 50% tolerance digraphs. (Maehara [21] calls this class interval 
digraphs. ) 
Fig. 1 shows the containments between these classes of digraphs. In Theorem 14 
we prove the classes indicated are equal when the underlying graph is complete. In 
Propositions 16, 17, and 18 we prove that the digraphs 2, F and fi separate the classes 
indicated, respectively. 
Each of the classes of (bi)tolerance digraphs mentioned has an analog in undirected 
graphs. For example, G is a bounded bitolerance graph if there is a bounded bitolerance 
digraph G whose underlying graph is G. Simpler definitions for the undirected classes 
are given in [8]. 
1.3. Previous results and an overview 
Developing efficient algorithms for recognizing classes of interval and (bi)tolerance 
(di)graphs is an area of active research. Booth and Leuker [9] give a linear time 
algorithm for recognizing interval graphs. However, (bi)tolerance (di)graphs present 
more difficulties. At present the only classes with efficient recognition algorithms are 
the bounded bitolerance graphs (see [ 11, 171, or [20]) and the interval catch digraphs 
(see [21]). 
A number of partial characterizations of classes of (bi)tolerance (di)graphs have 
been accomplished by limiting the scope of the (di)graph or order under consideration. 
For example, in [8] the authors restrict attention to cobipartite graphs, Refs. [7, 151 
consider trees and cycles, and Ref. [5] considers orders of width 2. In this paper we 
consider complete graphs. 
Given any pair of vertices in a digraph, either they are joined by a single arc, by a 
double arc, or by no arc. A natural way to restrict the set of digraphs is to consider 
those in which just two of these three possibilities are allowed. In [6] the authors 
consider the set of digraphs with no single arcs, and in [21] the author considers 
digraphs with no double arcs. Here we allow no non-arcs, thus the graphs underlying 
our digraphs are complete. 
Another motivation for this choice is our attempt to generalize the results of [8] to 
the directed case. In [8], Bogart and Trenk show that among cobipartite graphs, all 
of the classes of (bi)tolerance graphs mentioned above (and some additional ones) are 
equal and then give separating examples to show that many of the classes are unequal 
for general graphs. Since bounded bitolerance graphs have an efficient recognition 
algorithm, this same algorithm serves to recognize all the classes in the cobipartite 
case. 
These results are no longer true in the directed case, even for cobipartite graphs. 
Since a cobipartite graph is one whose vertex set can be partitioned into two parts, each 
b 
Fig. 3. Triangle subgraph of 6 forcing tmo arcs into dilierent partition sets 
b .--------. d 
Fig. 4. Subgraph of I? forcing tw’o arcs into din‘erent partition sets. 
Lemma 11. Lrt G = ( V, A) hr a hounded hitolwmc~ digwppk. Suppo.se {a, h. I’, d} is 
N ,fkur rlrmmt subset of’ V whose adjuwncies NW qiorn in Fiy. 4 ~hrr-c~ the dottcvl 
lines indic’ute either u double or sirlglr UYC and the currrd NTCS muy or muds not 
he prrsent. Then any COWY (I,J) of thr UYCS of’s(8) satisf~ying tlzr conclusion of 
Proposition 6 is sucl~ that (a, h) and (c, d) ure contained in rl~jjkwt cows’ e1cwwnt.s. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that (a.h) and (~,d) are contained in the same parti- 
tion element, without loss of generality, I. Either h+c or h HC in c?. In either case 
(c, h) +T! I ca(6). Similarly, either d -3 a or d + u in c?. In either case, (a,d) $ I CA^( c?). 
Now a -X~ h and c +I d, but neither c iI h nor CI <I d, contradicting the fact that P/ = 
(V, 41) is an interval order. 0 
We record the following simple result from [6] for future reference. 
Lemma 12. Bounded hitoltwnce di~qruphs IXIW IIO induced suhdiqruph n.ith rcrtcx- 
.wt (a, h, c) urzd NI’C set a + h. b + c. c _ a. 
Before presenting our main theorem, we need some background on diasteroidal triples 
and their role in characterizing interval catch digraphs. 
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Let 6 be a digraph. An x - y chain PXv :x = ao, al, a2,. . . , a, = y in 6 is a digraph 
with vertex set I’(&) = {ao, al, a2,. . . , a,} C V(G) and arc set A(?,,) CA(G) so that 
for each i = 0, 1,2,. ,n - 1, exactly one of the arcs (ai, ai+i ), (aj+l,ai) is an arc of 
eYY, and these are the only arcs of PXY. An x - y chain PYY:x=ao,al,az ,..., a,= y 
is called z-avoiding if (i) z @ V(P,,) and (ii) for all aj E V(P,,), if ai is the initial 
endpoint of an arc of PrV, then (a,,z) @A(G). The set {x, y,z} forms a diasteroidal 
triple if there is a z-avoiding x - y chain, an x-avoiding y -z chain, and a y-avoiding 
x - z chain in (?. 
In [22], Prisner gives the following characterization of interval catch digraphs. 
Theorem 13 (Prisner [22]). A digraph is an interval catch digraph zf and only if it 
has no diasteroidal triple. 
We use Theorem 13 as well as our earlier lemmas to prove our main result. 
Theorem 14. Let 6 = ( V,A) be a digraph whose underlying graph G is complete. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 6 is a totally bounded bitolerance digraph. 
(2) A”(G) can be partitioned A*(G) = I U J so that {I, J} satisfy the conclusions of 
Lemmas 8-12 and Corollary 9. 
(3) G is an interval catch digraph. 
Proof. (1) + (2): Assume the hypothesis and fix a totally bounded representation of 
G. Let {Z,J} be a partition of a(6) constructed in the proof of Proposition 7. Since 
totally bounded bitolerance digraphs are a subclass of bounded bitolerance digraphs, (!? 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemmas 8-12 and Corollary 9. 
(3) + ( 1): An interval catch representation (I,, c, 1 v E V) of a digraph (? immediately 
yields a totally bounded bitolerance representation with I(u) = Z, and et(u) = rt( u) = c,. 
(2) + (3): Let {/,J} b e a partition of a(g) satisfying the conclusions of Lemmas 
8-12 and let V = Si US2 US3 be the corresponding partition of V(G) guaranteed by 
Corollary 9. Suppose (for a contradiction) that (? is not an interval catch digraph. Then 
by Theorem 13, t? has a diasteroidal triple {x, y,z}. Let PXr :x = ao, al, ~2,. . . , a, = ,v be 
a z-avoiding x - y chain, let I’,, :x = bo, bl, b2, . , b, = z be a y-avoiding x - z chain, 
and let PYZ:y=c~,ci,c2 ,..., ct =z be a x-avoiding y - z chain. 
Case 1: At least one of {x, y,z} is in &. Without loss of generality, assume x E S3, 
thus by Corollary 9, (0,x) E A(G) for all u E V(G) with u # x. Now the x-avoiding 
y - z chain PYZ must contain at least one arc, and thus must contain some ci E V that 
is the initial endpoint of an arc of PYZ. But then (ci,x) E A(G) contradicts the chain’s 
being x-avoiding. 
Case 2: All three vertices {x, y,z} are in SI U S2. Then at least two of x, y,z are in 
the same part Si. Without loss of generality, assume x, y f SI. Thus, all single arcs in 
6 emanating from x and all those emanating from y belong to the partition element I. 
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First consider the case in which the arc between x and JJ in g is a single arc 
which, without loss of generality, points x + y. In P,, :x = ho, bl, ha, , b,, = z, since 
(X = ho. y) E A(g), bo cannot be the initial endpoint of an arc of l’,,, thus (bl. ho) t 
A(f’,,). Now, bl is the initial endpoint of an arc in P,,, thus (bl, x) @A(c). But G is 
complete, so ,v i h, in G. Now if bl -+x in (? we violate Lemma 12, thus hl +.Y in 
6. Since .Y, j’ E SI , the arcs (x, y) and (y, bl ) belong to I, which contradicts Lemma IO. 
Next consider the alternative in which x ti y in c?. Again, in P,, :x = ho. bl. bz, . 
h,, = z, since (X = bo. y) E A(G), we must have (b1.b”) EA(P,,). As above, bl is the 
initial endpoint of an arc in P,=, thus (bl,~) @A(G). But G is complete, so J - bl 
in c?. Similarly, in pVZ : y = CO, cl, ~2,. , C, = z, since (I, = CO.X) E A(c), we must have 
(c,:co)~A(~,.,). Now cl is the initial endpoint of an arc in PVr, thus (c1,x)$,4(~). 
But G is complete, so xicl in c?. 
Note that hl #cl because (bl,x)~A(c), but x + cl in c?. Now G is complete, so 
there is an arc in G between hi and ~1. Thus, {x, ~1, J’. 61 } satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 11 (where u=x, b=cl, c=y, and d-61), and therefore, (x,c~) and (y,hl) 
belong to different partition sets. This contradicts our assumption that .Y, J’ E SI, so 
(.Y,cI) and (y.hl) are in 1. 0 
2.4. Algorithmic implications 
The udjucency matrix A of a digraph g with vertices ordered ~1, cl,. . t.1, is the 
0, l-matrix with A,., = 1 if and only if (c;, 1;) is an arc of e. The uuymented u&zcenq, 
nmfris A* is constructed from A by placing 1’s on the main diagonal. Maehara 1211 
characterizes interval catch digraphs in the following way. 
Theorem 15. A diyraph 6 is an interval catch digraph fund only f its certices can 
he ordered so that the resulting augmented adjacency matrix A* hus the consecutive 
ones property for rows, without allolviny column permutations. 
Testing for the consecutive l’s property can be achieved in O(n+m) time (see [ 13]), 
where n= IV(6)l d an m = IA(G)I. Therefore, when the underlying graph is complete, 
our characterization of totally bounded bitolerance digraphs in Theorem 14 leads to 
an efficient recognition algorithm. Recognizing the class of totally bounded bitolerance 
digraphs in genera1 is open, as is the companion problem of recognizing the class of 
totally bounded bitolerance graphs (the undirected case). 
In the next section we give some examples that separate various classes of bitolerance 
digraphs even in the case that the underlying graph is complete. 
3. Separating examples 
In this section we prove that the digraphs I?:, F and d which appear in Fig. I do 
indeed separate the classes between which they appear. Note that the graph underlying 
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a 
d 
Fig. 5. The auxiliary digraph R(R). 
A. A. 
X Z a 
Fig. 6. The auxiliary digraph R(F). 
C 
each is complete. For simplicity, Figs. 5 and 6 show the auxiliary digraphs R(Z?) and 
R(F), thus, to obtain the original digraphs, replace non-arcs with double arcs. 
Proposition 16. The digraph Z? = (V, A) (see Fig. 5) is a bounded bitolerance digraph 
but not a totally bounded bitolerance digraph. 
Proof. First we show that 2 is a bounded bitolerance digraph. Let PI = (V, +I) be the 
ordered set whose only comparabilities are a -X 1 6, e 4 1 b, e -XI f, and let P2 = (V, +) 
be the ordered set whose only comparabilities are a 42 c, b -+2 c, b +2 d. Then it is easy 
to check that PI and P2 are interval orders, and that Z? =Pi flP2, thus by Theorem 5, 
Z? is a bounded bitolerance digraph. 
Next we show that Z? is not a totally bounded bitolerance digraph. Assume the 
contrary and fix a totally bounded representation of Z?. Let {Z,J} be a partition of a(g) 
constructed in the proof of Proposition 7. First assume (a, b) E I. Then using Lemmas 
8 and 10 we conclude that (a, c) E Z and (b, d) E J (respectively). Now (b,d) E J and 
Lemma 10 imply that (e, 6) EZ, which in turn implies (e,f) EZ (using Lemma 8) 
and (b, c) E J (using Lemma IO). However, now the set {a,c,e,f} along with the arc 
assignments (a, c), (e, f) E Z violates Lemma 1 I, a contradiction. 
If instead we assume (a, b) E J, then an analogous argument again leads to a con- 
tradiction. q 
Proof. It is easy to see that p is an interval catch digraph by constructing the aug- 
mented adjacency matrix A*(F) with the vertices listed in the order x. ~‘,z.c’.h.~ and 
applying Theorem 1.5. 
Next we show that F is not a totally bounded tolerance digraph. Suppose it were 
and fix a totally bounded tolerance representation (I(P); /t( 21). IT(P) 1 I’ E V) of F. Thus, 
for each r t V we have /t(c), rt( r) E f(c) = [/e(r), re( r )], and /t( 1.) < I-t( 1.) and lt( r) -- 
/‘c(c) = w( 1%) - r-t(r). For simplicity we call this last quantity the t&~ut~~~ of t’ and 
denote it by t, We also find it convenient to write C(c) = [/t( r).rt( I-)] for the central 
region of 1’. 
Observe that since (c,c) EA(F) for all c # u F I’(F), we may assume /t’((.) = //(c.) 
and r-e(c) = r-t(c). That is, since every other vertex of the digraph F points towards (‘. 
we may expand c’s central region C(c) to include the whole interval I(c). Likewise. 
we may assume /e(z)=/t(z) and ye(z) =rt(z). 
Since the arcs among the vertices s,y,z in F are all single arcs, the three centers 
C(x),C(jy) and C(z) must be pairwise disjoint. We will show that C(x) must lie to 
one side of the other two. Suppose not; then without loss of generality, assume C(J,) 
is entirely to the left of C(x) which is entirely to the left of C’(z). Then (_~,.z)tA(p)), 
so r-e(~) >, /f(z). But then /e(.v) < ~t(~~)<~~(x)<(f(~) < re(~l), so ,(J.)PC(\-)# 0) 
which contradicts the fact that (JJ._Y) @A(F). 
Thus. C(s) lies entirely to one side of C(y) and C(z) and analogously, C(a) lies 
entirely to one side of C(b) and C(c). Without loss of generality, assume C(u) lies to 
the left of the other two centers. 
Crr.vr I : C(x) lies to thP left of’C(z) ,c~hicli rs to thr kf i of’ C(J). Since (z. x) @ .4(F) 
and (2. ~3) 6 A(F) we have rt(x) </e(z) and x(z) < /t( _I,), thus l(z) c [rt(-u). /t( ,\~)I. All 
three arcs (=,a), (z,h) and (z,c.) are present in G. thus all three centers C(a), C(h). 
C’(cs) must intersect l(z) = C(z). Since the three centers are pairwise disjoint, at least 
one of them must lie completely inside f(z). By our earlier remark, either C(h) or 
C’(c) lies between the other two, call it c (i.e., c=h or v=c.). Then (c,x)EA(F) and 
(z:, _I.) t A(F), thus (‘~(1:) <rt(x) and PZ( r) >tt(_v). But then j(z) C [t-t(x), /t(x)] C I(r) 
and thus B # C(a) n l(z) 2 C(a) n I(c ). This contradicts the fact that (h. a) $ A(F) and 
(c,a)$A(F), thus (c,a)@A(F). 
CUSP 2: C(.r) lips to the lrfi qf’ C(J) lchich lies to tk lc<fi of’ C(r). Recall that 
I(c) = C(L‘) and l(z) = C(z). The relationships between the intervals and tolerant points 
for x, J’,Z are shown in Fig. 7. Note that E(X) 3 /t(z), re(>,) 3 /t(z), /e(y)>r.f(.~). 
and /e(r)>rt(J.) because (x,z),(~,z)EA(F) while (J~,x).(z,J)$A(~). 
Since (c,.Y), (c,~), and (c,z) are all arcs of F’, we must have f(c)= C(c,) inter- 
sect all three of C(x),C(y).C(z), as shown in Fig. 7. Thus /e(c)= /t(c.)<r-T(X) and 
re( (,) = H(c) >/t(z). 
First suppose C(b) is entirely to the left of I(c) = C(c). This is illustrated in 
Fig. 7 where B, represents C(h) (and Bz and A? should be ignored). Then we have 
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Fig. 7. A partial representation of P satisfying Case 2. 
Fig. 8. The digraph d 
rt(b) <de(c) < rt(x) < [e(y) < rt(y) <[e(z). But rt(b) </e(z) means (2, b) g&p)‘), a 
contradiction. 
Thus, we know that C(b) is entirely to the right of I(c)= C(c). By an analo- 
gous argument, C(a) is entirely to the right of Z(c) = C(c) and hence C(a) must 
be to the right of C(b) as well. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 where 82 represents 
C(b) (and Bt should be ignored). First we show tb 3 t,. We have (b,x) E A(F), thus 
{e(b) <rt(x) <[e(v) d /t(y) < rt(y) </e(z) = et(z) <ye(c) </t(b). Thus [/e(v), et(y)] 
c[le(b),/t(b)] and so ty d tb. 
From the above chain of inequalities, we also have vt(y)<lt(b) thus ye(v) =rt(y) 
+ t, </t(b) + tb =re(b) and so ~e(y)<re(b). But C(a) is to the right of C(b), and 
(b, a) @A(F), thus ye(b) </t(a). However, then ye(y) <ye(b) </t(a) which contradicts 
the fact that (y, a) E A(F). 0 
Proposition 18. The digruph 6 = (V,A) ( see Fig. 8) is a totally bounded tolerunce 
digruph and an interval catch digruph, but not a 50% tolerance digruph. 
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Proof. One can verify that the following is a totally bounded tolerance representation 
of d. 
I(x) = [2.12], C(x) = (7); I(Y)= [0,6l,C(c)= (3); 
l(z) = [4, 151, C(z) = [5,14]; I(~?)=[2,26],C(~~)={14}. 
Thus, 5 is a totally bounded tolerance digraph, and hence d is a totally bounded 
bitolerance digraph. By Theorem 14, fi is an interval catch digraph. 
It remains to show that d is not a 50% tolerance digraph. Suppose it were and 
let (I(U) = [(e(c), ye(u)], c, = 1/2(Ce(c) + re( c)) 1 u c V) be a representation of 6. Since 
(x, y) CA(G)) and (z, v) @A(E), we know c,, E Z(s) and c,, @I(z). Thus I(x) e I(z). 
Similarly, (z. ~1) E A(c) and (x,M:) @A(5), so we know c,,. E I(z) and c,,. gI(x). Thus 
I(z) g Z(x). 
Without loss of generality, cZ <cr thus de(z) < !e(x) and re(z) < ye(x). Furthermore, 
c,~ E I(z) because (z,x) EA(~), thus c,~ <re(z). Since c,, E I(x) but cV @l(z) we know 
re(z)<cV < ye(x). But (y,z)~A(d) so Te(y) < c,<c.,. Thus c, ~10,) which contra- 
dicts (~,+x)$A(d). 0 
Proposition 18 provides a counterexample to a conjecture of Maehara in [21]. 
Maehara conjectured that there were only two subdigraphs that separate the class of 
50% tolerance digraphs from interval catch digraphs. Our digraph d provides a third 
example, and we believe there are others. 
4. Conclusion 
In [7], the authors start with a family of bitolerance graphs (the caterpillars) and 
determine exactly which edge orientations yield a bitolerance &graph. Likewise, in 
this paper, we start with a family of totally bounded bitolerance graphs (the complete 
graphs) and determine exactly which edge orientations yield a totally bounded bitoler- 
ante &graph. In one sense, our problem is easier (there are more trees than complete 
graphs) but in another it is harder (there are more edges to orient in a complete graph). 
The general question is open: given a (bi)tolerance graph G, which orientations yield 
a (bi)tolerance &graph? 
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